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Abstract 
A complete bipartite graph without one edge, IKn, m, is called almost complete bipartite graph. 
A graph /~2n+l,2m+l that can be decomposed into two isomorphic factors with a given diameter d
is called d-isodecomposable. W  prove that/~zn+l, 2, +1 is d-isodecomposable only if d = 3, 4, 5, 6 
or oo and completely determine all d-isodecomposable a most complete bipartite graphs for each 
diameter. For d = oo we, moreover, present all classes of possible disconnected factors. 
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O. Introductory notes and definitions 
A factor F of a graph G = G(V,E) is a subgraph of G having the same vertex 
set V. A decomposition of a graph G(V,E) into two factors FI(V, E1) and F2(V, E2) 
is a pair of factors such that E1 n E2 =0 and El U E2=E. A decomposition of  G is 
called isomorphic if F1 ~ F2. An isomorphism qS:Fl ---~F2 is then also called a self- 
complementin9 isomorphism, or complementing isomorphism and the factors F1 and F2 
the self-complementary factors with respect o G or simply the self-complementary 
factors. The diameter diam G of a connected graph G is the maximum of the set 
of distances distc(x, y)  among all pairs of  vertices of G. I f  G is disconnected, then 
diam G = ~xD. The order of a graph G is the number of vertices of  G while the size 
of G is the number of its edges. For terms not defined here, see [1]. 
Kotzig and Rosa [9] and later Tomasta [11], Palumbiny [10] and Hic and 
Palumbiny [8] studied decompositions of  complete graphs into isomorphic factors with 
a given diameter. Tomovfi [12] studied decompositions of  complete bipartite graphs 
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into two factors with given diameters and determined all possible pairs of diameters 
of such factors. Gangopadhyay [7] studied decompositions of complete r-partite graphs 
(r i> 3) into two factors with given diameters and also determined all possible pairs of 
diameters of such factors. Decompositions of complete bipartite and tripartite graphs 
[3], complete r-partite graphs for r > 4 [4] into self-complementary factors with finite 
diameters and complete r-partite graphs for r >~ 2 into disconnected self-complementary 
factors [5] were studied by the author. The decompositions of complete 4-partite graphs 
into self-complementary factors with finite diameters were studied in a common article 
by the author and Sir~fi [6]. 
Although the problem of self-complementary factors of complete bipartite graphs 
is completely solved [3, 5], the class of graphs of an odd size has not been studied. 
A complete multipartite graph with an odd number of edges cannot indeed be 
decomposed into self-complementary factors. However, Das [2] introduced the fol- 
lowing classes of graphs. A complete graph without one edge, kn =K~ - e, is called 
an almost complete graph. A graph G with n vertices is almost self-complementary if 
the graph k~ can be decomposed into two factors that are both isomorphic to G. We 
can similarly introduce almost complete bipartite graphs, i.e., the complete bipartite 
graphs with one missing edge. Such graphs of even size can be then decomposed into 
two isomorphic factors, called almost self-complementary factors (or, altematively, 
self-complementary factors with respect o the almost complete bipartite graph I(n,m) 
and we can study the same questions as for self-complementary factors. 
In this article we study such decompositions. The missing edge (denoted ~) of an 
almost complete bipartite graph Kn, m is the edge ~ such that/(,,m ~ K~,m-~. The almost 
complete bipartite graph kn,m that can be decomposed into two mutually isomorphic 
factors Fl and F2 with diameter d is called d-isodecomposable or, if the diameter 
is not specified or its value is clear from the context, just isodecomposable. In this 
article we prove that a graph k~,,~ is d-isodecomposable only if d=3,4,  5,6 or oo and 
completely determine the spectrum of d-isodecomposable almost complete bipartite 
graphs for every possible diameter. In the case of disconnected factors we present all 
such decompositions. From now on we always suppose that the number of edges in a 
graph K~,m is odd, i.e., that the numbers n and m are both odd and greater than one. 
1. Decomposition into disconnected factors 
We denote by L2n, m+l the graph g2n, m+l --gn,l, more precisely, the bipartite graph 
with parts U={Ul,U2 ..... U2n}, V={Vl,V2 ..... V,n+l} with all edges uivj for i= 1,2 . . . . .  
2n, j= l ,2  . . . . .  m and UiVm+l for i= 1,2 . . . . .  n. In this section we show that an almost 
self-complementary factor of a graph K2n+l,2,n+l either has two nontrivial components 
(i.e., components that are not isolated vertices), one of them is a star  KI,m and the 
other is the graph L2n, m+l or contains, besides isolated vertices, just one nontrivial 
component. To do this, we have to prove several emmas. 
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Lemma 1.1. Let F1 be a disconnected almost self-complementary factor o f  l~z,+l,2m+l 
without isolated vertices. Then F1 has two components, a star Kl,m and the 
graph L2,,~+l. 
Proof. I f  a factor F~ of a complete bipartite graph K2n+l,2m+ 1 contains at least three 
components and none of them is trivial, then its complement F2' with respect to 
K2.+l.2m+l is obviously connected. Therefore, a complement F2 with respect to 
/£2.+1,2m+1 has at most two components and F1 is not an almost self-complementary 
factor of/£2.+1,2m+1. Hence we may assume that both factors of/~2n+l,2,n+l, FI and F2, 
have just two components. I f F1 ~ Kr, sOKr's'  where r+r~=2n+ 1 and s+s '=2m+ 1, 
then [:2 "~K,,s, U/~r,,s or F2 ~--Kr,,s U Kr, s, and the factors F1 and F2 are obviously not 
isomorphic. 
I f  none of the two components of F1, Br, s and Br',s' (again with r+/=2n+l  
and s+s '=2m+l)  is a complete bipartite graph, then r,r',s,s~>~2 and F2 contains 
either K~,s, U Kr, ,  and at least one edge joining them, or Kr, s' U Kr, s and at least 
two edges joining them. Thus F2 is connected and not isomorphic to F1. Therefore, 
one of the components of F1 must be a complete bipartite graph, Kr, s, with parts 
U = {u,, u2 . . . . .  Ur}, V = {v,, v2 . . . . .  Vs}, while the other, Br,,s, with parts U' = {u' 1, u• . . . . .  
/ _ _  / / u r, }, V t - {v I , v 2 . . . . .  Vs, }, is not complete bipartite. Clearly, r ~, s ~ ~> 2, otherwise Br,,.,, 
is not connected. Let u~, v~ be nonadjacent in FI. It is obvious that the missing edge 
~ 
Y cannot be uivy,~ ,~ because in this case either F2 -~ K~,~, U Kr, s (if B~',s' ~ K~,,~, )  or 
F2 is connected (if Br',s' has fewer than rts ~ - 1 edges). Suppose then that Y=ulv~l 
and u~, v~. are not adjacent in F1. If  r > 1, then F2 contains Kr, s, with the parts U and 
V ~, K~,,~ with the parts U ~ and V and the edge ulv ~ and therefore is connected. Hence 
r= 1. If  now j ~Z 1, say j=2,  then F2 contains K~,,~ with the parts U'  and V, K1,~.,-1 
with the parts U = {ui } and V ~ - v l' and the edge uiv 2.~  Thus F2 is either connected, or 
contains the isolated vertex v~ and a component with 2n+2m+l  vertices, which is im- 
possible. So j = 1. Because UlVtl = ~ and all edges u~v~ for i=  1,2 . . . . .  r', k = 2, 3 . . . . .  s ~ 
are in the component B~,,~, of F1, it is clear that one of the components of F2 is the 
star Ki.s,-~ and hence s~=s + 1. Because s + sr=2s + 1 =2m + 1, we can see that 
s=m.  Moreover, 1 + r '=2n + 1, which yields r '=2n.  The other component is then 
Cr',s+l =C2n, m+l with the parts U ~ and VU {v~ }. Both Cr,,s+l and Br,,~, contain a com- 
plete bipartite graph Kr',s with the parts U ~ and V' - v~i and U ~ and V, respectively. 
It is easy to see that Cr,~+l can be isomorphic to B~,,s, only if v~ is adjacent o the 
same number of vertices of U ~, namely r'/2 =n, in both graphs Cr,,s+l and Br's' and 
therefore in both factors. This is of  course possible, as r ~ =2n is even and the proof is 
complete. {~ 
Further, we show that the number of nontrivial components in a disconnected almost 
self-complementary factor with an isolated vertex cannot exceed 1. 
Lemma 1.2. I f  an almost self-complementary factor o f  Kzn+l,2m+l contains an isolated 
vertex, then it contains just one nontrivial component. 
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Proof. Suppose that  /~2n+l,2m+l has parts U={uo,  ut . . . . .  u2,}, V={v0, vl . . . . .  V2m}, zo 
is an isolated vertex in the factor F1 and C1, C2,..., Ck are the nontrivial components 
of  FI such that s=lfll>~lc2[>~ . . .  >~[ck[>~2 and Ck+t . . . . .  Ct are the other trivial 
components different from the vertex z0. Suppose, to the contrary, that k>~2. 
If  k ~> 3, then F2 clearly contains all edges xy  such that x E U N Ci, y E V N Cj, i ~ j 
with the possible exception of  the missing edge Y. Therefore all vertices of  C1 U 
C2 U . . .  U Ck belong in F2 to the same component, which, since F~ --- F2, contradicts 
the maximality of  CI. I f  k = 2 and t i> 3, we can suppose without loss of  generality that 
_~. ! • ! }~ f f )C l  {Ul ,b /2  . . . . .  Ur}, VAC1--~{Vl,V2 . . . . .  re}  where r+q=s,  UAC2={u~,u  2. . . .  u r, 
! I V A C2={V~l,V2 . . . . .  Vq,}, C3={v0}. I f  z0 is an end-vertex of  Y, then there is in F2 a 
/ I I I component with r + r ~ + q + q~ + 1 vertices ul, . . . ,  ur, u 1 . . . .  , Ur,, ~ , . . . ,  Vq, Vt , . . . ,  Vq,, VO, 
which contradicts the maximality of  the component C1 with s=r  ÷ q vertices. Sim- 
ilarly, if v0 is an end-vertex of  Y, then again in F2 there is a component with r + 
r '  ÷ q ÷ q~ + 1 vertices as above (only v0 is replaced by z0). I f  the missing edge 
is, say, ulv~, then F2 contains again a component with at least r ÷ r'  ÷ q ÷ q~ ÷ 1 
vertices ut . . . . .  Ur, Utl . . . . .  Utr,,V! . . . . .  Vq, Vt2 . . . . .  Vtq,,Vo,Zo (and if r > 1, then also with the 
vertex v' 1), which is impossible. 
Finally, i f k=t=2 and zo is an end-vertex of  Y, say w.l.o.g, that zo=uo and Y=uov'  1, 
we have two possibilities. Either V A (72 consists precisely of  the vertex v~ and the 
factor F2 has two components, because all vertices of  the set V N CI are adjacent in 
F2 to the vertex zo = u0 and to all vertices of  U A C2, or the factor F2 is connected. I f  
k - - t=2 and z0 =uo is not an end-vertex of  Y, then in F2 the vertex z0 =uo is adjacent 
to all vertices of  the part V. Each vertex of  U - u0 with the possible exception of  the 
end-vertex ui (or u~) of  Y is adjacent o at least one vertex of  V. Thus/:2 has again at 
most one nontrivial component, which completes the proof. [] 
Now we prove that the isolated vertices of an almost self-complementary factor of 
/£2n+l,2m+l cannot belong to different parts of  K2,+l,2m+l. 
Lemma 1.3. Al l  isolated vertices o f  an almost self-complementary factor  o f  
/~2n+l,2m+l belong to the same part. 
Proofi Suppose it is not the case and uo E U and Vo E V are isolated in an almost 
self-complementary factor F1 of  Kzn+l,2,n+l. I f  one of them, say uo, is the end-vertex 
of  the missing edge Y, and the other end-vertex of  Y is vo, then in F2 uo is adjacent o 
all vertices vl, v2 . . . . .  V2m while Vo is adjacent o all vertices ul, u2 . . . . .  U2n and there is 
no isolated vertex in F2. I f  the other end-vertex of  Y is v2m, say, then again all vertices 
vl , . . . ,V2m-t are in F2 adjacent o uo and the vertices ut . . . . .  u2n to Vo. Thus there is 
at most one isolated vertex in F2, namely V2m. I f  Y is not incident to either of  Uo, Vo, 
then F2 is obviously connected, which is a contradiction. [] 
We have shown that all isolated vertices of  an almost self-complementary factor 
belong to the same part. It is not difficult to see that in general there can be more than 
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one isolated vertex. However, if the isolated vertex is one of the end-vertices of the 
missing edge, then there is no other. 
Lemma 1.4. Let F1 be an almost self-complementary factor of l~2n+l,2m+| with miss- 
in9 edge J=uovo and let uo be an isolated vertex o)C F1. Then F1 has no other isolated 
vertices. 
Proof. Suppose the parts of  k2~+l,2m+l are U= {uo, ul . . . . .  u2, } and V= {vo, vl . . . . .  V2m }. 
If  there are other isolated vertices than uo in F1, by Lemma 1.3 they must belong to U. 
Suppose these vertices are ul, u2 . . . . .  ur. Because ul is adjacent in F2 to all vertices of V, 
none of the vertices in VLJ{ul . . . . .  ur} can be isolated in F2. Hence all isolated vertices 
in F2 also belong to U and obviously r < n. 
We can thus suppose without loss of generality that the isolated vertices in ~ are 
U,+I,U~+2,...,U,,+r+I. Since they are isolated in F2, they are all of degree 2m + 1 in 
F1 and F1 contains a subgraph Kr+l,Zm+l. Hence the factor F2 must also contain a 
subgraph Kr+l,zm+l and therefore r + 1 vertices of  degree 2m + 1. This is impossible, 
because the only vertices having degree 2m+ 1 in F2 are the vertices Ul, u2 . . . . .  Ur (note 
that u0 is of degree 2m in F2 ). This contradiction completes the proof. [] 
There are some more specific properties of  almost self-complementary factors that 
follow from the assumption of the previous lemma, as we prove in the following. 
Lemma 1.5. Let F1 be an almost self-complementary factor of l£2n+l,Zm+l with miss- 
in 9 edye Y=UoVo, where uo is the isolated vertex of £'1 and 49 the complementing 
isomorphism. Then n=m, Vo is the isolated vertex in F2 with 49(uo)=Vo, 49(vo)=uo, 
and 49(U) = V. 
Proof. Let the parts of/~2n+l,2m+l be again U= {uo, ul . . . . .  U2n } and V= {v0, vl . . . . .  v2m}. 
Suppose that uj is the isolated vertex of  F2 and m>~n. Then degF, ul=2m + 1. By 
Lemma 1.4, u0 is the only isolated vertex of F1, all other vertices are of  degree at least 
one in F1 and hence of degree less than 2m + 1 in F2. But degF~ u0 = 2m and there is 
no vertex of degree 2m + 1 in F2, which is absurd. 
If 49(uo)=ul and m < n, then the only other component of  F1 is a bipartite graph 
B2n,2m+ 1. Because we suppose that Ul is the isolated vertex of F2, the other com- 
ponent of F2, Bt2n,2ra+l, must  be isomorphic to Bzn, zm+l. This is possible only if 
49(U - uo)= U - Ul, s ince Bt2n, Zm+l and Bzn,2m+l are connected. But no vertex of U-u1 
is of degree 2m + 1 in F2, since degF2 u0=2m and for i=2 ,3  . . . . .  2n it holds that 
deg& ui~2m as none of the vertices ue, u3 . . . . .  uzn is isolated in FI. Thus  Bt2n.Zm+l is 
not isomorphic to B2n,2m+l and ul cannot be isolated in F2. 
If O(uo)=vi, i > 0, then vi is isolated in F2 and hence adjacent o all vertices uj, 
j=  0, 1, . . . ,2n in F1. But then u0 is not isolated in F1, which is a contradiction. 
This leads us to the remaining possibility, namely that 49(u0)=v0, i.e., v0 is the 
only isolated vertex in F2. Again the only other component of F1 is a bipartite graph 
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B2n,2m+l and the nontrivial component of  F2 is Bt2n+l,2m . The graphs can be isomorphic 
only if m = n and ~b(U - uo) = V - v0. It follows that ~b(V) = U and q~(vo) = ui. Suppose 
that i > 0, say i=  1. Because v0 is isolated in F2, it is of  degree 2n =2m in FI. Hence 
degF 2 Ul =2m and degF. ul = 1 . Since (a(ul)E V-vo,  there is a vertex vj with j > 0, say 
j = 1, such that degF2 vl = 1. But uo is adjacent in F2 to all vertices ~, v2 . . . . .  V2m and 
vl has no other neighbour in F2 than u0 and therefore is adjacent in F1 to all vertices 
of  U - uo, namely to Ul. This contradicts our assumption that degF, ul = 1 and we can 
see that q~(v0) ~ U - uo. Thus ~b(v0)=uo, which completes the proof. [] 
We can now summarize the above results as follows. 
Theorem 1.6. Let /~2n+l,Zm+l be an almost complete bipartite graph with parts 
U = {uo, Ul . . . . .  U2n} and V = {vo, Vl . . . . .  V2m} and missing edge 6=uovo. Let F1 and F2 
be its almost self-complementary factors and 49:F1---~F2 the self-complementing iso- 
morphism. I f  the factor F1 has no isolated vertices, then it consists of two 
components, the star Kl,m and the graph L2n,m+l =g2n, m+l --gn,1. I f  E1 contains iso- 
lated vertices, then they all belong to the same part and there is just one nontrivial 
component. I f  either of Uo, Vo is isolated in F1, then n=m, 4) takes uo and Vo onto 
each other, ~b(U)-- V and there is no other isolated vertex in either factor. 
2. Decompositions into connected factors 
It is obvious that the smallest diameter of  self-complementary factors of  a complete 
bipartite graph is greater than 2. The following result of  Tomov~i [12] shows that the 
diameter can actually range from 3 to 6. 
Theorem 2.1 (Tomov~i [12]). Let FI be a connected factor of a complete bipartite 
graph K,,m and F2 be the complement of F1 with respect to K~,,n. I f  diamF1-- 
d iamF2=d,  then d=3,4 ,5  or 6. I fd iamF1 ~>7, then diamF2~<4. 
One can expect that removal of  an edge from one of the factors can increase its 
diameter. This might result in a possible decomposition of  an almost complete bipartite 
graph Kn, m into two factors with diameters greater than 6. However, we prove further 
that it is not the case and therefore the diameters of  almost self-complementary factors 
can also range from 3 to 6. First we prove the upper bound. 
Theorem 2.2. Let F1 be a connected factor of an almost complete bipartite graph 
K,,m and F2 be the complement ofF1 with respect to K,,m. Let diamF1 ~>7. Then 
diam F2 ~< 6. 
Proof. Let I~n, m have parts U and V and let uo c U be a vertex having eccentricity 7
or more in F1. We denote U2i and V2i+I the sets of  all vertices at distance 2i and 2 i+ 1, 
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respectively, from Uo in F1. A vertex, belonging to Uzi or V2i+l is then denoted by 
u2i or v2i+~, respectively. First we determine the distance from uo to all other vertices 
in F2. 
The factor F2 contains either a path P4 = uo-  vv -  u4 -  vj or, if the missing edge 6 is 
one of the edges of P4, a path P~ = u0 - v3 - u6 - vj. In either case distF2 (uo, vl ) ---- 3. To 
see that diStF2(uo, v3)= 1, we have to realize that the edge uov3 cannot be the missing 
edge 6: Suppose distF2 (uo, v3 ) > 1, diam F2 >~ 7 and 6 = uov3. Then the graph Fl ~ = FI + 6, 
i.e., the graph arising from F1 by adding the edge uov3, is the complement of F2 
with respect to the complete bipartite graph Kn.m. But then distF;(uo, vT)=5, which 
contradicts Theorem 2.1. Hence v3 must be adjacent o u0 in F2, otherwise diam F2 ~< 6 
and the proof is complete. Similarly, distF2 (uo, v j )  ~< 3 for j----2i+ 1 >~ 5, because a vertex 
vj is either adjacent in F2 to uo or, if 6= uovj, there is a path uo - Vv - u2 - / )5  (for 
j=5) ,  or Uo - v5 - u2 - vj (for j~>7). 
In F2, the vertex u2 is at distance 2 from uo, because there is either a path uo -v5-  u2 
or, if 6= uov5 or vsu2, uo - v7 - u2. If  d= UoVv, then distF2(uo, u4) ~<4, because there is a 
path uo -v3-u6-~-  u4. Otherwise distF2 (uo, u4)= 2, because F2 then contains the edges 
uovv and u4v7 (note that b/4D 7 cannot be the missing edge ~ for the same reasons as 
uov3). The missing edge cannot be v3u6 either, for in this case the factor F(=F1 + v3u6 
of Kn.m is again of diameter at least 5, which is impossible by Theorem 2.1. Thus 
F2 contains a path uo -  v3 -  u6 and dist~5(uo, u6)=2. Similarly, for j=2 i>~8 we have 
always distF:(U0,Uj)=2, because F2 contains always the path uo-  v3 -u j .  
Therefore distF, (u j,/)k ) ~ distF2 (U0, V i )+diStF, (U0, Vk ) ~ 6. I f  Uj ¢ U4, then distF: (t(/, v/,- ) 
~<distF~(u0, uj) + distF~(uo, vk)~<5. Similarly, if at least one of the vertices uj, uk does 
not belong to U4, then diStF:(Uj, Uk)<~diStF:(Uo, Uj)+diStF2(uO, uk)<~6. Hence we have 
two cases left. First we show that distF2(U4, Vj)<~6. Similarly to the above we can 
see that neither u4vl nor u4vj for j=2 i  + 1>~7 can be the missing edge 6. Then 
diStF~(U4, V j )= l  for j=1 ,7 ,9  .... For j=3  we have diStF2(U4, V3)<~3, because there is 
either a path /'14 --/)1 -- 136 --/)3 or u4 - Vv - uo-- v3 in Fz. For j = 5 we have distF~ (u4,/)5 ) ~ 3, 
because there is either a path u4 - v7 - uo - v5 or u4 -/)7 - u2 - v5 in F2 (u4/)7 ¢ 6). 
Finally, because u4/)1 is not the missing edge 6, it is clear that F2 contains a path 
u4-  vl - u] and distF, (u4, u]) = 2. Thus distF2 (x, y)  ~< 6 for any two vertices x, y of F2 and 
diamF2~<6. D 
The result for isomorphic factors follows immediately. 
Corollary 2.3. I f  an almost complete bipartite graph /~2n÷l,2m+l is decomposable into 
two isomorphic connected factors with diameter d, then d < 7. 
Suppose now that we have an almost complete graph /~2n+l,2m+l w i th  parts 
U = {uo, ul . . . . .  u2n }, V = { Vo, vl . . . . .  V2m } and missing edge 6 = uovo. Let q5 be the com- 
plementing isomorphism between the almost self-complementary factors F1 and 
such that ~b(uo)=u0, q~(vo)=v0, ~b(ul)=U2 and qS(u2)=ul. If we add two new ver- 
tices u' 1 and u~ to the part U and join them in either factor to the neighbours of  
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Ul and u2, respectively, we get factors F( and F2 t of the graph /~2n+3,2m+l. It is 
not difficult to see that the factors F1 t and F S are isomorphic under the isomorphism 
~b l, where ~ / _ ~ t / r ~b (u2)=u I and q5 (ul)-u2, q~'(x)=qS(x) for all other vertices. Obviously, 
distF,(dl,u~)=distF~(Ul,U2), distF;(U~,x)=distF,(Uj,X) for j=  1,2 and any x and distF/ 
(x, y) ---- dist~(x, y) for any other pair x,y. Thus we can state the following lemma. 
A detailed proof of an essentially similar result for complete bipartite graphs can be 
found in [3]. 
Lemma 2.4. Let /~2n+l,2m+l with parts U= {UO, Ul,...,U2n}, V~- {I)O,I) 1 . . . . .  V2m} and 
missing edge Y=u0v0 be decomposable into two isomorphic factors F1 and F2 with 
diameter d. Let ~b(u0)=u0, ~b(v0)=v0, q~(ul)=u2 and ~b(u2)=ul. Then the graph 
/~2n+3,2m+l is also decomposable into two isomorphic factors with the same diameter. 
With this lemma in hand, we can extend an almost self-complementary factor with 
a finite diameter d of K2n+I,2m+l to an almost self-complementary factor with the same 
diameter of an arbitrarily large graph g2n+2i+l,2m+2j+l. 
Theorem 2.5. Let /~2n+l,2m+l with parts U = {uo, ul,...,u2n}, V = {vo, vl . . . . .  v2m} and 
missing edge Y=UoVo be decomposable into two isomorphic factors F1 and F2 with 
diameter d. Let qS(uo)=Uo, ~b(vo)=vo, ~(Ul)=/./2, q~(u2)=Ul, ~(/)l)=V2 and qS(v2)=va 
and N >.n,M >~m. Then the graph /£2N+1,2M+l is also decomposable into two isomor- 
phic factors with the same diameter. 
Proof. Repeatedly apply Lemma 2.4. [] 
Now we are ready to present he spectrum of all d-isodecomposable almost com- 
plete bipartite graphs for d = 3, 4, 5, 6. First we exclude the small graphs that are not 
isodecomposable./£1,m is disconnected itself. K3,3, having only 8 edges, is not decom- 
posable into two connected factors. Another small case can be solved with help of the 
following result. 
Theorem 2.6 (Tomov~i [12]). The complete bipartite graph Kn, m is decomposable into 
two factors with diameter 3 only if n, m >~ 6. 
Our result follows easily. 
Lemma 2.7. The almost complete bipartite graph I~n, m with n, m odd & decomposable 
into two factors with diameter 3 only if n, m >~ 7. 
Proof. Suppose that /~5,m with missing edge Y is decomposable into factors F1 and F2 
with diameter 3. Then the factors F(=F1 + Y and F2 ~ =F2 of the graph KS,m are also 
of diameter 3, because the only factor of Ks,m with diameter 2 is Ks,m itself. This is 
impossible by Theorem 2.6 and we get n~>7. [] 





To exclude the next small case, namely the graph /£3,5 for d=4,  we need another 
Tomovfi's result. 
Theorem 2.8 (Tomov~i [12]). I f  a complete bipartite graph gn,m, n <~m is decompos- 
able into two factors F1 and F2 and 3~<diamF1 ~<diamF2 ~<4, then n~4 or m>~6. 
Lemma 2.9. The graph/£3,5 & not decomposable into two factors with diameter 4. 
Proof. Suppose that/£3,5 with parts U={uo, ul,u2} and V={vo, Vl . . . . .  U4} and missing 
edge g=UoVo is decomposable into factors F1 and F2 with diameter 4. It is obvious 
that degFvo= 1, otherwise vo is isolated in F1 or F2. Removing the vertex Vo from K3,5 
we get K3,4 and its factors F(=FI  -v0 and FS=F2-  vo. Because deg6vo=degFvo-1, 
we see that 3=diam~-  1 ~<diamF,(~<diamF/i=4 for i=1,2. This is impossible by 
Theorem 2.8 and we get a contradiction. [1 
Finally, we can prove our main result. 
Theorem 2.10. An almost complete bipartite graph l~n, m with n,m odd, n<~m and 
missing edge J=u0v0 is decomposable into two isomorphic factors with a given finite 
diameter d if and only if one of the Jbllowing cases occurs: 
(a) d=3,  n~>7, 
(b) d=4,  n~3,m>~7 or n,m~5, 
(c) d=5,  n>~3, m>~5, or 
(d) d=6,  n~>3,m~>5. 
Proofl As the graphs /~l,m and /~3,3 are not decomposable into two connected fac- 
tors, the minimality follows from Lemmas 2.7 and 2.9. For d=3 a factor of the 
smallest 3-isodecomposable almost complete bipartite graph K7,7 is shown in Fig. 
1. We always consider the missing edge ~---= UoVo. The complementing isomorphism 
has cycles (u0), (ul U4), (U2U5), (U3U6), (V0), (Vl/)4), (/)2/)5), (/)3/~6). Since the factor with the 
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isomorphism satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2.5, we can construct isomorphic fac- 
tors with diameter 3 for every graph Kn,,n with n,m odd, n,m>-7. 
In the case (b), there are two minimal graphs. Factors of/~3,7 and K5,5 with diameter 4
are shown in Fig. 2. The complementing isomorphisms have cycles (uo),(ulu2), 
( / )0 ) , (O l /35) , (V2 / )6 ) , ( t~3/ )4 )  and (Uo),(UlU3),(U2U4),(1)O),(VlU2),(1331)4). In both cases the 
vertices at distance 4 are, for example, vl and v4. For diameter 5 the smallest fac- 
tor is shown in Fig. 3. The complementing isomorphism has cycles (uo),(UlU2), (Vo), 
(vlv4),(v2v3) and the vertices at distance 5 are u2 and vl. Finally, for diameter 6 
the smallest factor is shown in Fig. 4. The complementing isomorphism has cycles 
(Uo),(UlU2),(130),(OIV2),(O304) and the vertices at distance 5 are v0 and vl. 
In all cases the factors along with the isomorphisms atisfy the conditions of 
Theorem 2.5, which allows us to construct factors with the required diameters of all 
larger graphs l~n,m with n, m odd. 
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